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josh guarantees efficiency and savings to the Italian Navy: 
says Gartner 

 

 

A recent article written by Gartner which mentions the Italian Navy's experience talks 
about how the adoption of the it Consult josh platform guarantees high levels of efficiency 

and consistent savings 

 
 

Urbino, October 6, 2010  – In Gartner's recent article, Five Examples of Administrative Cost 
Savings in Government Through Investments in IT-Enabled Process Redesign, the Italian Navy is 
mentioned as a case of international excellence having succeeded in obtaining high efficiency 
and consistent savings through the introduction of new Business and Document Management 
technologies. 
In fact, the articles points out how the Italian Navy has obtained savings thanks to the adoption of 
the josh platform integrated with Microsoft SharePoint. 
it Consult, a leader in software for leader Knowledge, Business Process, Workflow and 
Document Management, thus obtains additional international recognition in the effectiveness of 
its products. 
Giovanni Marrè, managing director of it Consult, expresses his satisfaction with Gartner's 
remarks:  
"Gartner has demonstrated that the Navy's adoption of our technology has brought with it an 
immediately measurable economic return. The signal sent is important: josh, a software which 
mainly targets business personnel in search of greater reactivity and efficiency in their processes 
and also responds to a primary need which in recent years involves IT: cutting costs."  When 
asked about the value of the case-study, Marrè adds: The lesson to be learned certainly regards 
the public administration where the margins for improvement are greater, but is it also important 
for industry and finance to understand that savings can be obtained not only by reducing IT costs 
but also by make new investments capable of significantly containing the operational costs of the 
entire organization by establishing a financial lever action. The other general indication that 
Gartner gives us is to consider the positive organizational implications that the automation of the 
processes present for the tasks, roles and personnel competences. 

it Consult 
it Consult ( www.itconsult.it ), is one of the main suppliers of Knowledge Management solutions in 
Italy. It offers design and development services for integrated software solutions for medium and 
large organizations as well as consulting in specific fields like Knowledge Management, Workflow 
Management Systems and Document Management. 
it Consult covers a broad range of markets (from Finances to Industry, from Telecommunications 
to the Media, from Services to Public Administrations). It offers services and solutions that 
constitute the best technological infrastructure for companies evolving towards a learning 
organization. 

 

http://www.itconsult.it/
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For more information: 

it Consult Press Office 

Anna Maria Stagnozzi 

Corporate Communication – astagnozzi@itconsult.it 
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Tel.  0722 332929 
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